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LINUS led light-handrail for indoor
leather - wood - metal pampers with a benificial and pleasant grip feeling
The visual and haptic communication starts at the entrance of a house by creating the initial
impression. A perfect medium for a positive impression is the light-handrail LINUS because it is not
only the suprise effect of a sophisticated illumination but also the haptik feeling is pampered by a
benificial and pleasant grip feeling. Its wide range of surfaces of metal, wood veneer or leather meets
the highest standards.
„Illumination pur „ is guaranteed by a novel way of
integrating lamps into the handrail. The steps are
efficiently illuminated by the overhead rail-lamps.
The stairs as a whole are illuminated, which
results In higher energy-efficiency and
lowers the respective costs.
LINUS incorporates
4 well proven and important safety features:
- a solid aluminium handrail with
- built-in downward looking illumination and
- an emergency lighting system when needed
( according to your specifications ).
- aristo led temperature monitoring
All of this above including the preinstalled wiring is
mounted in one handrail.
The costs for this elegant system are comparable
To a normal solution because to a rail without lights
Have to be added the extra costs for staircase
luminairies, extra emergency lights and extra
mounting costs. Because of these costs will
disappear this system is so highly efficient and
cheap. And last but not least
here are the secundary advantages
sustainability:
- easy dismounting of the luminairy
- all parts possible to get as spare parts
- all parts sorted recycable
- no light waste, because the light is focussed towards the steps
image gain:
- a friendly bright welcome creates trust
- recognition by this sophisticated light solution
- good technical features generate higher property value
- the warm feeling of safety by a bright staircase lighting
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LINUS led light-handrail for indoor
leather - wood - metal pampers with a benificial and pleasant grip feeling
LINUS creates a unique and downward
propagating light ambiance. This is the result
of the well designed integration of lamps into
the sturdy handrail of your stairs.
The steps are homogeneously illuminated
in a glare-free manner from above:
A curtain of light embraces the whole length
of the stairs without obstructing shadow effects.
The stairs as a whole are illuminated with
lower the respective costs and resulting in
higher energy-efficiency.
In combination with a PV-installation LINUS
guides you save out of the building in case of a
general black out.
Low operation casts are ensured by our propriatory
energy saving design in connection with the
lamp guarantee of 50'000 h by CREE inc..
LINUS is ideal to retrofit poorly illuminated stairs.
The installation of LINUS is simple:
Since the wiring is pre-installed in the handrail you
only need to enter and connect one cable.
Additional rail-elements will be connected via plugs.
Comprehensive installation instructions are included
with the shipment of the rail.
Use the advantages of LINUS for:
- stairs, ramps and entrances
- homes, public buildings, hotels
- faires, sports arena, schools
- hospitals, residences for senior citzens
- you name it!
LINUS is a stylish system with a lot of detail solutions and
flexible lenght. The 3 safety features: Handrail, staircase
lighting and emergency light, elegant combined to only
one part, are mounted all at once. This saves time and
money. It is an eye-catcher which causes inevitable
admiration by the effect of light – for certain a long lasting
positive impression.
The LINUS light-handrail is the right decision.
We are looking forward to discussing your next project and will be happy to consult with you and to
work out a quotation for a state-of-the-art LINUS light-handrail.
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